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Abstract: This article features with the enhancement of the static coefficient of friction by laser texturing
the contact surfaces of tribological systems tested under dry friction conditions. The high-rate laser
technology was applied for surface texturing at unprecedented processing rates, namely using
powerful ultrashort pulses lasers in combination with ultrafast polygon-mirror based scan systems.
The laser textured surfaces were analyzed by ion beam slope cutting and Raman measurements,
showing a crystallographic disordering of the produced microscopic surface features. The laser
induced self-organizing periodic surface structures as well as deterministic surface textures were
tested regarding their tribological behavior. The highest static coefficient of friction was found of µ20

= 0.68 for a laser textured cross pattern that is 126% higher than for a fine grinded reference contact
system. The line pattern was textured on a shaft-hub connection where the static coefficient of friction
increased up to 75% that demonstrates the high potential of the technology for real-world applications.
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1. Introduction

Laser surface texturing has been established as an effective method to tailor and control the
micro-topographic but also physiochemical properties of surfaces. During the last decades, a wide
variety of multi-scale surface textures ranging from nanometer to micrometer feature dimensions have
been reported that can be produced using pulsed and ultrashort pulsed lasers in surface processing.
There is also an increasing trend for applying such microscopic laser textures for functionalization in
advanced surface engineering. This is emphasized in Figure 1 on the basis of the SCOPUS abstract and
citation database [1], showing a steadily growing number of peer-reviewed journal articles published
per year for the search term “Laser surface texturing” (blue bar).

Inspired by nature, a great number of these basic research activities reveal the potential of
multi-scale laser textures mimicking natural concepts to be applied for biomimetic surface functionalities,
interfaces and products. In this manner, Figure 2 illustrates a variety of characteristic laser textures
produced on stainless steel plates: (a) rippled surface texture, (b) multi-scale surface texture and
(c) riblets, which can be used, for example, to control optical, wetting or aerodynamic surface behaviors.
Thereby, the specific functionality strongly depends on the individual texture feature geometry.
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Friction” (green bar) [1]. 

Laser surface texturing has also attracted great attention in tribology applications which can be 
recognized in Figure 1 for the search terms “Laser surface texturing AND Tribology” (red bar) as well 
as “Laser surface texturing AND Tribology AND Friction” (green bar). The ongoing upward trend 
of research activities in this field is mainly due to the ability of laser textures to also improve the 
frictional performance of tribological systems with regard to their efficiency, load capacity, wear 
resistance and life-time. However, most of these tribological studies report on laser surface texturing 
for reducing internal torque in the lubricant friction regime and micro-dimpled laser textures were 
applied to function as micro-hydrodynamic bearings, micro reservoirs for lubricant retention or 
micro-traps for wear particles of sliding systems, for example, in seals, piston rings and thrust 
bearings [2–8]. Recent studies also report on the reduction of the coefficient of friction (COF) for 
ripples tested under lubrication friction conditions [9,10]. However, only little research has been 
spent so far on the increase of friction forces in dry friction contacts. Therein, it was demonstrated 
that the static COF of frictional engaged connections (cam, press fittings) can be increased by laser 
fabricated molten and re-solidified bulged microscopic structures [11,12]. 

 
Figure 2. Laser made microscopic surface textures for mimicking natural functionalities on stainless 
steel: (a) rippled surface texture for optical effects; (b) multi-scale features imitating the hydrophobic 
and self-cleaning behavior of the lotus leaf and (c) riblets for skin friction drag reduction in turbulent 
flows inspired by shark’s skin micro structure. 

In another recent approach, laser made dimples were identified being valuable for COF 
enhancement in dry friction contacts [13–15]. As a specialty, the microscopic dimples produced on 
the surface were surrounded by prominent molten and re-solidified walls potentially enhancing the 
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Figure 1. Overview of the number of peer-reviewed journal articles published per year in the SCOPUS
abstract and citation database as received for the search term “Laser surface texturing” (blue bar),
“Laser surface texturing AND Tribology” (red bar) and “Laser surface texturing AND Tribology AND
Friction” (green bar) [1].

Laser surface texturing has also attracted great attention in tribology applications which can be
recognized in Figure 1 for the search terms “Laser surface texturing AND Tribology” (red bar) as well
as “Laser surface texturing AND Tribology AND Friction” (green bar). The ongoing upward trend of
research activities in this field is mainly due to the ability of laser textures to also improve the frictional
performance of tribological systems with regard to their efficiency, load capacity, wear resistance and
life-time. However, most of these tribological studies report on laser surface texturing for reducing
internal torque in the lubricant friction regime and micro-dimpled laser textures were applied to
function as micro-hydrodynamic bearings, micro reservoirs for lubricant retention or micro-traps
for wear particles of sliding systems, for example, in seals, piston rings and thrust bearings [2–8].
Recent studies also report on the reduction of the coefficient of friction (COF) for ripples tested under
lubrication friction conditions [9,10]. However, only little research has been spent so far on the increase
of friction forces in dry friction contacts. Therein, it was demonstrated that the static COF of frictional
engaged connections (cam, press fittings) can be increased by laser fabricated molten and re-solidified
bulged microscopic structures [11,12].
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Figure 2. Laser made microscopic surface textures for mimicking natural functionalities on stainless
steel: (a) rippled surface texture for optical effects; (b) multi-scale features imitating the hydrophobic
and self-cleaning behavior of the lotus leaf and (c) riblets for skin friction drag reduction in turbulent
flows inspired by shark’s skin micro structure.

In another recent approach, laser made dimples were identified being valuable for COF
enhancement in dry friction contacts [13–15]. As a specialty, the microscopic dimples produced
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on the surface were surrounded by prominent molten and re-solidified walls potentially enhancing
the mechanical interconnection along with higher adhesive friction forces for the joint frictional
contact. However, the limited processing speed and throughput of these basically investigated
processes are actually the major drawback to bring this promising technology to industrial production
and manufacturing.

2. High-Rate Laser Processing Technology

The high-rate laser technology was developed at the Laserinstitut Hochschule Mittweida [16–18]
with the goal to speed up the achievable processing speeds and throughputs in laser micro machining.
In fact, high-rate machining combines powerful laser systems supplying hundreds to thousands
Watts average laser powers and ultrafast beam deflection methods. Therewith, the ultrafast laser
beam movement is essential for the efficient upscaling of the processing rates when using such
unprecedented high laser powers. This is due to the fact that only a few micro joules optical energy
at low fluence is needed for most-efficient material removal [19–21]. In consequence, the optimum
method for upscaling the processing rate will be increasing the pulse repetition frequency instead of
using higher pulse energies. In this case, the laser beam should be deflected at ultrafast speeds thus
to avoid strong pulse-overlap effects, for example, laser beam shielding and heat accumulation that
will detrimentally affect the machining process [18,22–24]. Therefore, the conventional (galvanometer
mirror based) scan systems cannot reach the necessary fast scan speeds of hundreds of meters per
second and above. Alternatively, in the last decade rotating cylinders, electro- and acousto-optical
deflectors, resonant scanners or fast rotating polygons have been successfully tested for high-speed
laser micro machining [25–28]. However, the multi-facet (polygon) mirror based biaxial scan technique
seems to be the most promising approach for ultrafast and flexible two-dimensional (2-D) laser beam
raster scanning.

Figure 3a depicts a schematic view of the unique polygon scanner architecture engineered at the
Laserinstitut Hochschule Mittweida [18,29]. The fast rotating double-reflecting polygon mirror is used
to achieve the ultrafast laser beam moving speed along the fast axis. For raster scanning, the laser
beam is shifted along the slow axis by the galvanometer scanner when the beam flips from one facet to
the other. The moving laser beam can be focused by standard f-theta lenses by what focus spot sizes in
the range between 30 µm and 100 µm will be reached that depends on the focal length of the adapted
objective. The maximum achievable laser beam moving speed is also determined by the optical scanner
configuration, for example, up to 1000 m/s for the 420 mm lens. Therefore, representative laser textures
produced on stainless steel metal sheets at ultrafast 950 m/s scan speed can be seen in Figure 3b,c.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the (a) polygon scanner architecture and (d) multi-beam high-speed scan
technology, pd and ld represent the spatial pulse distance and line distance of a raster-scan pattern;
nano-featured surface textures produced on stainless steel by applying a single pass raster-scan over
the substrate at 950 m/s laser beam moving speed and (b) 20 µm or (c) 10 µm line distance; SEM
micrograph (e) and optical microscope image (f) of a ripple textured stainless steel surface; the effective
area processing rate for the given 40 × 50 mm2 surface texture was 0.13 m2/min.
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The nano-featured surface textures in Figure 3b were made by a single pass raster-scan over the
substrate surface. Therefore, the picosecond laser pulses were placed one after another in fast axis
direction by irradiating 263 W average laser power. The pulse distance pd was set of about the focus
spot diameter and with little overlap in orthogonal direction (slow axis) as the line distance ld between
the raster scanned lines was half of the spot diameter. In initial studies, such kind of weak surface
roughness is considered as inter-pulse feedback mechanism for the self-organizing formation of regular
surface patterns as induced upon multi-pulse laser irradiations [30–32]. This material response is also
confirmed by the SEM micrograph presented in Figure 3c, showing more prominent surface features
originating from the higher accumulated irradiation dose that was due to higher pulse overlap at
smaller line distance.

A further technical development is schematically illustrated in Figure 3d, combining the polygon
scanner and a four-spot diffractive optical element (DOE) for ultrafast and parallel surface texturing.
The feasibility of this groundbreaking technology is exemplified in Figure 3f by the homogeneous
ripple texture produced on a stainless steel metal sheet using a femtosecond laser beam of 416 W
average power at 560 m/s scan speed. The laser beam was scanned three times over the sample in
order to achieve a well-shaped ripple texture, as can be seen in Figure 3e.

The overall processing rate that will be achieved applying high-rate laser technologies in surface
texturing can easily be estimated by the following calculations. In theory, the maximum area processing
rate APRmax for a complete single pass raster-scan pattern over the substrate surface results from the
product of the applied scan speed vS and the chosen line distance ld according to Equation (1):

APRmax = vS · ld (1)

APReff = vS · ld · η (2)

From practical point of view, the utilization rate η of the polygon scan system must seriously
be taken into consideration to calculate the effective area processing rate APReff on the substrate.
This is described in Equation (2), where the utilization rate is the ratio between the theoretical and
effective processible scan length on each polygon mirror facet. Hence, the utilization rate is restricted
by the technical polygon scanner architecture and the implemented optical components ranging of
49% or rather 40% for the applied scanner configurations. Table 1 provides an overview of the area
processing rates that can be reached for producing the laser textures shown in Figure 3. A maximum
area processing rate of 1.14 m2/min or 3.76 m2/min could theoretically be achieved with the applied
263 W picosecond or 416 W femtosecond average laser power. The given effective area processing
rates will only be reached when the full length of the accessible scan field is used. This was effectively
0.56 m2/min for the picosecond single spot and 1.51 m2/min for the femtosecond multi spot laser
procedure. A further decrease of the area processing rate can be seen for the laser made ripple texture
of Figure 3e. The shown highly uniform ripples were produced by three repeated overscans applied on
the stainless steel substrate while the effective APR reduced to be 0.50 m2/min. Moreover, as the length
of the rippled surface texture in Figure 3f was almost 1/4 of the accessible length of the scanning field
the duty cycle decreased to 10%. Thus, the effective APR was as low as 0.13 m2/min for this specific
machining example.
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Table 1. Maximum and effective area processing rates APR estimated for different processing conditions
and by considering a single pass raster-scan procedure applied on the substrate surface at maximal
accessible scan length.

Texture Pav
W

PRF
MHz

H0
J/cm2

vS
m/s

pd
µm

ld
µm

APRmax
m2/min

APReff

m2/min

Figure 3b 263 25 1.45 950 38 20 1.14 0.56
Figure 3c 263 25 1.45 950 38 10 0.57 0.28
Figure 3f 416 40 1 0.50 560 14 28 3.76 1.51 1/0.50 2/0.13 3

APReff for 1) 40% facet utilization rate, 2) 3 scan passes and 3) 40 mm field length.

3. Static Friction Analysis Method

A standard analysis procedure developed by the IKAT institute at Chemnitz University of
Technology [33,34] was applied for the evaluation of the tribological behavior of the laser textured
surfaces. Therewith, both the static coefficient of friction (COF) and the type of frictional performance
could be assessed from the recorded slipping curves. The functional principle of this analysis method
is shown in Figure 4, displaying the implemented friction test bench assembly (left) and the cylindrical
test specimen with a specially defined geometry (top right). The inner and the outer diameter of
the ring-shaped contact surface area on top of the cylinder were Din = 15 mm and Dout = 30 mm,
respectively, and the cylinder height was 65 mm. Two identical cylinders were clamped in the test
bench and coaxially fastened with the normal force FN to achieve a nominal surface pressure of 100 MPa
that is a typical contact pressure in tribological systems. Based on Equation (3), the effective friction
diameter DF of the contact area was determined to be 23.3 mm. By rotating the cylinders against each
other, friction shear stresses develop in the joint resulting from the frictional torque TF on the contact
area. The frictional torque was measured by the strain gauges as a function of the torsion angle ϕ,
which is indicated in Figure 4.
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The recorded slipping curves are schematically shown in Figure 5 by plotting the torque
measurements as function of the relative displacement sF of the contact areas. In this depiction,
the relative displacement sF calculates according to Equation (4) and by taking into account the torsion
angle and the effective friction diameter of the ring-shaped contact surface. As further can be seen
in the schematic (bottom, left), three different types of characteristic friction performance could be
recognized for the tribological contacts. These different types are distinguished depending on their
typical slipping curve progression [35–37] that is briefly described in Figure 5 (right).
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DF =
2
3
·

D3
out −D3

in

D2
out −D2

in

(3)

sF = ϕ·
DF

2
(4)

µ =
2·TF

FN·DF
(5)

In Coulomb´s law of friction, the static coefficient of friction µ is defined as the constant of
proportionality for the frictional contact of two bodies under the action of normal and sheer forces.
The static COF states the transition point from sticking/adhesion to sliding and can be understood as
the maximum boundary value of the load capacity of a contact which does not yet trigger a relative
displacement of the two active partners towards each other. For the specified friction characteristic of
Type A, this boundary value is well defined by the first local maximum of the slipping curve. Though,
the boundary value is less clear for the friction Types B and C that can be seen by the corresponding
slipping curves presented in the schematic of Figure 5 (bottom, left).
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Figure 5. Exemplary illustration of the evaluation methods applied to determine the static COF. In the
example (top, left), the stiffness lines are indicated by dashed lines to determine the respective COF´s
µ2, µ20 etc. Three types of friction can be distinguished depending on the torque progression curve
schematically shown bottom, left. A detailed description of the different friction types is provided in
the table on the right.

Following the analysis procedure, stiffness lines are included in the plot of the torque vs. relative
displacement measurements where their intersection points support the determination of the torque at
a specific position along the slipping path. The advantage of this method is to eliminate deformations
of the entire tribological system that will affect the nominal value of the torsion angle, such as elastic
deformation of the test bench or rather micro-movements in the joint resulting from surface asperities
during specimen alignments. In the example of Figure 5 (top, left), the stiffness lines are indicated by
the dashed lines. By considering the slope of the slipping curve, the stiffness line is shifted parallel
along the abscissa (displacement axis) until its intersection at a desired lateral displacement position,
e.g., 2 µm or 20 µm relative displacement between the test specimen contact areas. Then, by taking
into account the torque value at the respective intersection of the stiffness line with the slipping curve,
the corresponding COFs µ2, µ20, etc. can be calculated according to Equation (5).

In the following, in order to consider static instead of dynamic friction performance of the laser
textured surfaces, the static COFs µ2 and µ20 will be discussed. The static COFs were calculated on the
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basis of the maximum torque values determined for the torsion angles 0.01◦ and 0.1◦ that is equivalent
to 2 µm and 20 µm lateral displacements in the frictional contact area. In addition, the maximum
value of the COF µmax that could be obtained within the tested range (ϕ ≤ 3◦, sF ≤ 600 µm) will be
presented. It should be mentioned for the static COF Type A, most commonly the maximum value will
be obtained within 20 µm lateral displacement, while for COF Types B and C, the maximum COF value
is steadily increasing with increasing relative displacement. In the latter case, where the highest values
were obtained at comparably large lateral displacements, the maximum COF´s represent dynamic
rather than static frictional performances.

4. Self-Organized Surface Textures for Advanced Tribological Functionality

4.1. Self-Organizing Periodic Surface Features

The development of self-organizing periodic surface structures of microscopic feature size
represents a typical phenomenon in laser materials processing. The specific morphology of the
originating surface features can be controlled by the irradiation conditions with particular influence of
wavelength and polarization state of the laser beam as well as laser peak fluence, number of impinging
pulses and respective irradiation dose, the latter quantifying the total optical energy irradiated to the
substrates per laser spot area. The great impact of the processing conditions on the characteristic
feature properties is exemplified in Figure 6 by a variety of microscopic surface features originating
upon femtosecond laser irradiations on mirror-polished stainless steel substrates. Figure 6b illustrates
schematically the direct-write laser processing method applied to produce such radial matrixes shown
in Figure 6a,c for different laser peak fluence. As indicated in this scheme, the lines 1, 2, 3, . . . , n
to be processed are scanned from center to edge, while the rotating angle α between the individual
lines increased steadily from one line to the next. The spatial distance between the pulses within a
single scanned line is determined by the chosen pulse repetition frequency and respective scan speed.
In Figure 6c, this was set to 200 kHz at 1 m/s and in Figure 6a and 100 kHz and 0.2 m/s, respectively.
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Figure 6. SEM micrographs showing ripple (a) and cone-like protrusion (CLP) (c) surface textures
produced on stainless steel; the direct-write scanning procedure for the radial matrices as used for
tightly mapping a variable set of pulse overlaps (b); magnified view on low spatial frequency LIPSS
(LSFL) (d), micro grooves and spikes (e) as well as CLPs (f) originating at low and high peak fluence
pulses of 0.7 J/cm2 and 3.7 J/cm2.
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In this way, the spatial line distance along the single processed lines enlarges continuously from
matrix center to outer edge that is the main advantage of the applied radial matrix method. This in
turn, comprehensively overviews the potentially emerging surface features as function of irradiated
dose, because the line distance varies from highly overlapping in the center to completely separated
pulses at matrix edge. By doing so, a number of complex micro-scale surface morphologies could be
identified in Figure 6 that have already been reported for repetitive laser pulse irradiations [38–44].
In fact, the developed self-organizing periodic surface structures can be differentiated as follows:

(i) Ripples, or rather LIPSS, denote laser induced periodic surface structures. The ripples can be
distinguished between low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) and high spatial frequency LIPSS
(HSFL). As indicated in Figure 6a, LSFLs emerge with spatial periods close to the wavelength of
the incident laser beam at comparatively low irradiation dose where pulses of low laser peak
fluence, H0 = 0.7 J/cm2, slightly above ablation threshold at low spatial pulse overlaps were
applied. HSFLs originate at lower irradiation dose with the ripple period significantly smaller
than the applied laser beam wavelength,

(ii) Undulated surfaces carved with micro-grooves form orthogonal to the ripples at supra-wavelength
periods. This kind of surface feature is pointed out in Figure 6e emerging at higher irradiation
dose in areas of intermediate line overlaps such as indicated in Figure 6a.

(iii) Micro-spikes start to grow in between the micro-grooves that might be affected by hydrodynamic
effects induced by inhomogeneous laser beam absorption at corrugated surfaces [45],
as highlighted in Figure 6e.

(iv) Cone-like protrusions (CLPs) originate in regions of highest dose that can be seen in Figure 6c
and f for pulses of H0 = 3.7 J/cm2 impinging at high spatial pulse overlaps.

4.2. Microstructure Characterization

The laser made microscopic surfaces features were investigated regarding their microstructural
characteristics in order to assess whether or not the metallographic structure underneath the surface
was affected by the laser processing. Therefore, the ion beam slope cutting (IBSC) technique [46,47] was
applied with help of the EM TIC 020 Milling System (Leica Microsystems) to prepare the laser textured
regions for cross-sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) and electron back scatter diffraction
(EBSD) inspections. The areas of interest were exposed at an angle of 90◦ to create a slope plane for the
representative view on the laser-treated near-surface region. The advantage of the IBSC preparation
method over common mechanical preparation techniques was that no additional deformations were
introduced to the material [47] and thus the original metallographic structure of the microscopic
features was exposed as developed during laser processing.

In the SEM analysis, two detector modes were used for providing different information for the
ion beam cut slope planes on the laser processed surfaces. First, the signal detected from the secondary
electrons (SE detector mode) is carrying more detailed information from the laser treated surface as
it originated from the inelastic interaction between the electron beam and the sample atoms. And
second, the signal received from the backscattered electrons (BSE detector mode) resulted from the
inelastic interactions between the electron beam and the sample providing in depth information
from deeper regions of the laser processed areas. In addition, the EBSD method was applied for a
more precise insight on the grain size, crystallographic structure and orientation of the laser affected
subsurface regions.

The cross-section SEM micrographs of Figure 7 show two laser textures at different magnifications:
LSFL-ripples produced on the steel sample at 1.7 J/cm2 and 5 scan passes (left, a–e) and CLP formations
covering the steel surface that were made with pulses of same laser peak fluence but 20 scan passes
(right, f–j). On the one hand, there is a clear difference in the height and period of the developed laser
texture features. From Figure 7 left, the height of the LSFL can be estimated of about 0.4 µm and the
period is somewhat less than the wavelength of the impinging laser beam of 1.03 µm which is consistent
to our previous findings for near-infrared ultrashort laser beams [48]. The height of the CLP structures
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can be seen in the range between 10 µm and 20 µm and their period of about 10 µm is almost one order
of magnitude greater than the ripple period. On the other hand, there is a grain structure variation
between the near surface region and the base material thus indicating the laser affected subsurface
region. This can clearly be seen in Figure 7c,d as well as in Figure 7h,i where the grain size is much
smaller in the molten and re-solidified transition layer than in the bulk metal. According to this, the
depth of the laser affected region is approximated by the thickness of the transformed subsurface layer,
which is in the range between 2 µm and 5 µm for the ripple textures and from 20 µm up to 30 µm for
the CLPs. The formation of such a transition layer is also confirmed in Figure 7e,j showing the results
of the EBSD measurements carried out on the laser-treated near-surface region. The re-solidified areas
formerly melted by the laser irradiations become visible in the EBSD mappings by slight orientation
changes within the larger grains.
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4.3. Raman Spectroscopy Analysis

The disordering of the crystallographic structure is also validated by Raman spectroscopy
measurements on the surface of the laser textured areas using the micro Raman microscope LabRam
HR VIS (Horiba Scientific). The excitation wavelength of 473 nm was deliberately chosen to measure
with a shallow depth of penetration and thus to determine the superficially changes in the material
properties. Figure 8 (left) illustrates the investigated microscopic features by high-resolution field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images, such as: a) untreated steel surface for reference
purposes, as well as ripples and CLP´s produced with H0 = 1.7 J/cm2 and b) pd = 2 µm, ld = 10 µm,
5 scans; c) pd = 2 µm, ld = 10 µm, 20 scans; and d) pd = 2 µm, ld = 2 µm, 20 scans. The corresponding
Raman signals detected from the laser excitation of the substrate surfaces are presented in Figure 8
(right, e–h). The reference spectrum in Figure 8e shows two sharp bands below 800 cm-1 which are
characteristic for the original (untreated) steel material. On the laser processed surfaces, however,
these bands merge and become wider with increasing total energy input. Further information on
this signal broadening can be found in the literature reporting broad spectral features appearing on
furnace heat treated Fe-Cr-Ni alloy [49]. The spectra broadening was related to spinel-like chromium
oxide, disordered FexCr3-xO4 spinel or an amorphous oxide layer forming at the substrate surface at
temperatures ranging between 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C. From this it can be concluded, the crystal structure
of the laser textured surfaces is no longer ordered and becomes more amorphous due to potential
deformation or melting during the laser processing.
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In Figure 8, the spectral features shown in the range from 600 cm−1 to 800 cm−1 matches pretty
well with FeCr2O4 and Cr2O3 Raman spectra published in the RRUFF™ database [50]. The slight shift
of the spectral peaks, for instance 683.8 cm−1 versus 679.5 cm−1 for the untreated and laser textured
substrates, gives a hint for compressive or tensile stresses induced by the laser process. The weak
features appearing in the Raman spectra between 1250 cm−1 and 1500 cm−1 might result from the
carbon layer developed on the metal alloy surface without significant effect from the laser texturing.
However, the detected Raman signals could not unambiguously be assigned to specific chemical
compounds due to overlapping peak positions. In consequence, the Raman analysis carried out
here is more suitable for the qualitative assessment of the laser textured substrates than for the exact
determination of the chemical composition of the laser treated (sub)surface region.
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Figure 8. Raman analysis carried out on untreated stainless steel surface for reference purposes (a) as
well as laser made ripple (b) and CLP (c,d) surface textures. The corresponding Raman signals detected
following 473 nm laser excitation are presented on the right side of the figure (e–h).

4.4. Tribological Performance Test

For tribological performance testing, the self-organizing laser textures were produced on the
ring-shaped contact surface of the test specimens described above in Section 3. The test specimens
were made of molybdenum alloy steel 42CrMo4 + QT which is a high-grade steel widely used in
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engineering purposes. Preliminary tests reveal that the microscopic surface textures produced on
austenitic chromium-nickel steel 1.4301 metal plates for Raman and cross section analysis develop
of similar topographical shape on 42CrMo4 + QT specimen material. The COF values given in the
following represent mean values averaged over 3 individual measurements for 100 MPa surface
pressure in the contact area under dry friction condition. As a reference, two non-laser treated test
specimen with fine grinded surface topography were tested, showing a static COF of µmax = 0.30 and
Type A frictional characteristic for 100 MPa contact surface pressure [37]. The corresponding slipping
curve for the non-laser textured contact system will be given in the following plots (indicated by a red
line) for reference purposes.

The self-organizing CLP texture shown in Figure 9a was made by crossover scanning a near-infrared
laser beam of 10 ps pulse duration, 15 W average laser power at 1 MHz pulse repetition frequency
and 3.7 J/cm2 laser peak fluence. The hatch and line distance of the raster-scanned cross grid was
kept constant of 10 µm. The effective area processing rate was considerably low of 0.04 cm2/min
that resulted from the high number of scan crossings applied to produce this special shape of CLPs.
The maximum height SZ and the root mean square height Sq as representative surface roughness
values were measured of SZ = 21.4 µm and Sq = 3.46 µm, respectively.

In the frictional tests, the CLP textures were tested against a counter body with a fine grinded
(non-laser treated) contact area of SZ = 2.9µm and Sq = 0.28µm average surface roughness. The recorded
slipping curves presented in Figure 9d indicate a tribological characteristic according to Type A. The
summary of the tribological characteristics of the CLP texture is provided in the table of Figure 9
(bottom, right) showing static COFs of µ2 = 0.42 and µ20 = 0.44. The maximum static COF was
determined of µmax = 0.46 that is about + 53 % higher than the COF reference value of 0.30. In addition,
SEM micrographs taken from the CLP texture and the contact area of the counter body after the friction
test are shown in Figure 9b,c. The CLPs appeared squashed after the testing and scratches with a
maximum depth of 5.6 µm can be observed on the counter body contact surface.
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Figure 9. SEM micrographs showing the CLP texture (a) before and (b) after friction testing and (c) the
fine grinded counter body surface after the friction test; the recorded slipping curves (d) and a summary
of the tribological characteristic of CLPs (table bottom, right) are presented.
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The LSFL ripples presented in Figure 10a were produced on the fine grinded specimen surface
by irradiating ultrashort pulses of 400 fs pulse duration at 1.03 MHz pulse repetition frequency and
7.9 J/cm2 laser peak fluence. The laser beam was raster-scanned in a single line-scan pattern where
the line distance was set of 10 µm. The effective area processing rate was 18 cm2/min obtained at
10 m/s laser beam moving speed. The height of the ripples could be estimated of about 0.4 µm in
Section 4.2. The LSFL ripple textured specimen were tested against another rippled surface textured
with the same laser parameter set. The testing against a laser textured counter body was due to the
fact that the roughness of the fine grinded surfaces was significantly larger than the ripple height
and thus no significant effect on the friction performance was expected for the test of ripple textured
surfaces against surfaces of larger roughness. The slipping curve recorded for the ripple versus ripple
contact system reveal a clear increase of the static COF of µ2 = 0.41 at the very beginning until the
maximum of µmax = 0.42 was reached. However, with further displacement a rapid drop can be seen
in the curve with COF of about the non-laser textured reference value of µ20 = 0.29. This result for
the stainless steel alloy is a bit contrary to our expectations as higher friction forces were reported for
ripple textured silicon [51] as well as the hypothesis of a potential enhancement of the adhesion part of
friction resultant from the lower roughness of the ripple textured surfaces. Figure 10a–c shows the
LSFL textured surface before and after the friction test, the underlying fine grinded surface structure is
still apparent. On both test specimens, the ripple texture smeared, or rather was pushed away during
frictional testing. The recorded slipping curve in Figure 10d indicates a COF Type A.
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Figure 10. SEM micrographs showing the LSFL ripple texture (a) before and (b) after friction testing
and (c) the rippled counter body surface after the friction test; the recorded slipping curves (d) and a
summary of the tribological characteristic of LSFLs (table bottom, right) are presented.

5. Deterministic Surface Textures for Advanced Tribological Functionality

5.1. Deterministic Surface Textures and Groove Structures

Deterministic surface textures made by direct laser structuring provide another practical method
to control the surface functionality in general, and here in particular the frictional performance of
tribological systems. Therewith, the surface feature characteristic can easily be adjusted by the chosen
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processing parameters, for instance, the laser beam spot size in the processing plane, the laser peak
fluence of the irradiated pulses and the scan regime by the lateral pulse and line distance as well as
the number of scan passes. As the width of the microscopic features can be varied by the pulse/line
spacing, the scan number has a greater effect on the feature height. In particular, nanosecond lasers
have been used during the past for the fabrication of high aspect-ratio surface features, among others,
demonstrated in [52,53]. A recent study reports on the gradually increase of the friction coefficient
with higher line density [54]. In any case, the fabrication of deterministic surface features with
nanosecond lasers is characterized by strong material melting accompanied by a greater influence
of the laser processing on the crystallographic structure, as observed up to 80 µm from the surface
for the nanosecond laser regime [53]. This processing behavior can be a serious disadvantage that
hinders the use of the cost-effective nanosecond laser technology for desired (micro-)engineering needs.
A promising alternative therefore is provided by the ultrashort pulse laser technology, in particular for
high-precision engineering applications. As a machining example, Figure 11 presents a number of
different surface topographies made with an ultrashort pulse laser beam and a varied beam scanning
pattern, such as (a) line pattern, (b) cross pattern and (c) a combination of an alternating line and
crosswise scanned laser beam. The feature depth can easily be adjusted by the number of scan passes.
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5.2. Tribological Performance

Two different surface textures were investigated regarding their dry friction performance, a line
pattern and a cross pattern consisting of 2 perpendicularly crossed lines. The line pattern in Figure 12
was made on the 42CrMo4 + QT specimen contact surface by irradiating 10 ps pulses at 10 MHz and
200 W average laser power and respective 5.0 J/cm2 laser peak fluence. The lateral distance between
the lines in the raster-scanned pattern was 20 µm, the lateral pulse distance within a line was 1 µm.
The effective area processing rate for this line pattern textured with a single pass was 34 cm2/min.
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Figure 12. SEM micrographs showing the line pattern (a) before and (b) after friction testing and (c) the
counter body surface after the friction test; the recorded slipping curves (d) and a summary of the
tribological characteristic of the line pattern texture (table bottom, right) are presented.

In Figure 12a, a high number of molten and re-solidified surface features can be seen following
the line-by-line raster scan pattern with a spatial distance of 20 µm. The reason for material melting
was the high optical energy deposition onto the material resulting from the high average laser power
irradiated at high pulse overlaps within a line. The average surface roughness of the laser textured
contact area was measured of SZ = 12.8 µm, Sa = 1.43 µm and Sq = 1.76 µm. After friction testing, the
roughness values have been found almost unchanged of SZ = 11.6 µm, Sa = 1.57 µm and Sq = 1.87 µm.
The SEM inspection of Figure 12b shows slightly compressed features after the friction test while the
surface of the counter body appeared corrugated in Figure 12c. A clear indication for this surface
corrugation is also given by the surface roughness values where SZ increased from 2.9 µm to 4.9 µm
that was measured before and after the friction test. From the slipping curves presented in Figure 12 d,
the static COF was determined of µmax = 0.56 for the line pattern that is about + 87% higher than the
reference COF of the non-laser textured contact system. The frictional characteristic of the slipping
curve follows Type B.

Aside from the pulse and line distance which were set of 1.5 µm and 40 µm, the laser settings
chosen for the line pattern were also applied for the fabrication of the cross pattern shown in Figure 13a.
For two scan passes in total the area processing rate was 43 cm2/min. The characteristic topography
parameters of the surface features were measured of SZ = 14.8 µm, Sa = 1.65 µm and Sq = 2.05 µm.
After friction testing, the tips seem to be compressed in Figure 13b but the surface roughness parameter
were measured of similar dimension as before of SZ = 13.2 µm, Sa = 1.83 µm and Sq = 2.24 µm. The
counter body surface appeared plastically deformed, see Figure 13. The maximum static COF was
derived from the Type B slipping curve of µmax = 0.66 that is about + 120% higher than the COF
reference value.
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Figure 13. Cont.
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Figure 13. SEM micrographs showing the cross pattern made with 2 scan passes (a) before and
(b) after friction testing and (c) the counter body surface after the friction test; the recorded slipping
curves (d) and a summary of the tribological characteristic of the cross pattern texture are presented
(table bottom, right).

By further scanning the laser beam, high-aspect ratio surface topographies could be produced.
The deterministic surface features presented in Figure 14 have been achieved only by increasing the
number of scan passes from 2 to 10. A considerably rougher surface topography was achieved that
was measured of SZ = 47.3 µm, Sa = 8.55 µm and Sq = 9.85 µm. While the processing rate significantly
decreased to 9 cm2/min resulting from the higher number of scan passes, only a little higher static COF
was determined from the recorded slipping curves of µ20 = 0.68 or rather + 127% increase compared to
the reference contact. The maximum COF, however, was of µmax = 0.86 implying a substantial COF
increase up to + 186%.
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Figure 14. SEM micrographs showing the cross pattern made with 10 scan passes (a) before and
(b) after friction testing and (c) the counter body surface after the friction test; the recorded slipping
curves (d) and a summary of the tribological characteristic of the cross pattern texture are presented
(table bottom, right).
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6. Shaft-Hub Connection

The transferability of model-based static COF´s to real components was recently demonstrated for
mechanical manufacturing processes [55]. However, in this study a shaft-hub connection was chosen
to transfer the advanced tribological performance of laser textured surfaces to a real-life application
for the first time. The shaft diameter was 40 mm with H7 press fit for the shaft-hub connection. As a
reference, the static COFs were determined of µ20 = 0.20 and 0.24 for this specific shaft-hub connection
considering a turned or rather fine-grinded surface quality of the contact area [34]. In this very initial
test, the width of the laser textured area was 50 mm, as can be seen in the topographical analysis in
Figure 15, left. Three different laser textures were analyzed: (i) the LSFL texture of Figure 10, (ii) the
line pattern of Figure 12 and for reference purposes (iii) a dimple-shaped micro texture produced with
a nanosecond laser as described in a previous study [14]. The frictional performance was analyzed
by using a specially designed test rig for joined real components. The surface pressure varied in the
measurements that was due to manufacturing tolerances of the shaft-hub assembly. The recorded
slipping curves can be seen for the three different laser textures in Figure 15, right. Therefrom, the
static and the maximum COFs µ20 and µmax as well as the COF type were assessed. It is noteworthy,
all COF values determined for the laser textured shaft-hub connection are larger than that for the
non-laser textured contact surfaces. Table 2 shows the highest static COF for the line-patterned laser
texture, µ20 = 0.34 Type A while the maximum COF µmax = 0.4 was obtained with the dimple textured
surface. Thus, the maximum COF increase was found of about + 20% for the LSFL, + 70% for the line
pattern and + 100% for the dimple-shaped laser texture, respectively.

Table 2. Summary of the tribological characteristics of the different laser textures tested in a
shaft-hub connection.

Tribological characteristic of laser textured shaft-hub connections.

Laser texture LSFL Line pattern Dimple-shaped texture

Surface pressure 85 ± 2 MPa 92 ± 9 MPa 84 ± 2 MPa

COF type B A A

µ20 0.24 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.01

∆ µ20 + 20% + 70% + 60%

µmax 0.24 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.02

∆ µmax + 20% + 75% + 100%

Processing
rate 14.4 cm2/min 21.0 cm2/min 14.0 cm2/min

Topography
measurement

(before testing)
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The processing rates given in Table 2 for the LSFL and line pattern, however, are noticeably 
lower than that presented above in Table 1 for ultrafast laser beam scanning. Therefore, it should be 
mentioned the processing rates in Table 2 are derived from the total processing time as spent for this 
specific shaft laser texturing using a galvanometer scanner at this very initial state. By further 
optimizing the laser texturing implementing polygon-mirror based and multi-beam strategies here, 
a substantially increase of the processing rates will also be achieved for rotational parts. 
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The processing rates given in Table 2 for the LSFL and line pattern, however, are noticeably 
lower than that presented above in Table 1 for ultrafast laser beam scanning. Therefore, it should be 
mentioned the processing rates in Table 2 are derived from the total processing time as spent for this 
specific shaft laser texturing using a galvanometer scanner at this very initial state. By further 
optimizing the laser texturing implementing polygon-mirror based and multi-beam strategies here, 
a substantially increase of the processing rates will also be achieved for rotational parts. 
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The processing rates given in Table 2 for the LSFL and line pattern, however, are noticeably 
lower than that presented above in Table 1 for ultrafast laser beam scanning. Therefore, it should be 
mentioned the processing rates in Table 2 are derived from the total processing time as spent for this 
specific shaft laser texturing using a galvanometer scanner at this very initial state. By further 
optimizing the laser texturing implementing polygon-mirror based and multi-beam strategies here, 
a substantially increase of the processing rates will also be achieved for rotational parts. 
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Figure 15. left: Topographical analysis of the shaft, the laser textured area is on the left shaft end; right:
slipping curves captured in the frictional tests using a test rig for joined real components.

The processing rates given in Table 2 for the LSFL and line pattern, however, are noticeably
lower than that presented above in Table 1 for ultrafast laser beam scanning. Therefore, it should
be mentioned the processing rates in Table 2 are derived from the total processing time as spent for
this specific shaft laser texturing using a galvanometer scanner at this very initial state. By further
optimizing the laser texturing implementing polygon-mirror based and multi-beam strategies here,
a substantially increase of the processing rates will also be achieved for rotational parts.

7. Summary

High-rate laser texturing was presented as a powerful method for advanced surface engineering
and functionalization. By combining high-power laser systems with polygon mirror based scan
techniques for ultrafast surface texturing, a maximum area processing rate up to 3.8 m2/min could
be achieved. This unprecedented processing rate was experimentally realized by single pass raster
scanning the laser beam at 950 m/s scan speeds producing microscopic surface features over a large
area on stainless steel metal sheets. The effective area processing rate decreased noticeably when a
higher number of scan passes was required to fabricate a distinct surface topography for a specific
surface functionality, as demonstrated by a regular ripple structure where the effective area processing
rate was 0.13 m2/min.

The laser textured surfaces were analyzed regarding their frictional performance by using a
standardized friction test method. The highest static COF was found of µ20 = 0.68 for the laser textured
cross pattern that is about + 126% higher than that obtained for the fine grinded reference contact
system. The static COF determined for self-organizing cone-like protrusions was µ20 = 0.44 while
a little effect on the tribological performance was observed for LSFL textured contact surfaces with
µ2 = 0.41 at the very beginning of the measurement. The effective area processing rates for both
self-organizing and deterministic laser surface textures were typically achieved in the range between
0.04 cm2/min and 43 cm2/min.

Finally, the ultrashort pulse laser made microscopic surface features were tested for the first time
in a shaft-hub connection. For the line pattern textured on the shaft surface, the COF increased to
µmax = 0.35 that is + 75% higher than the reference value. Even though further optimization on the
surface texture is needed for this special machining example, the high potential of laser textured
microscopic surface features could be demonstrated for advanced tribological functionality by a
real-world application. Moreover, in addition to the increase of the static coefficient of friction
presented here, the laser textured surfaces may also provide great potential to enhance adhesive
strength and stability for bonded joints and hard coatings, e.g., on forming and milling tools that will
be investigated in the ongoing study.
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